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MAKE IT MORE YOU
Behind the wheel of the All-Electric Jaguar I-PACE, the world feels full of possibilities. 
Thrilling to look at and drive, easy to live with and connected like never before, it’s a 
vehicle that truly has everything—except your personal touch.

Our unique range of accessories are designed to help you enhance your I-PACE 
in a way that is truly you. From functional features that support its SUV-levels of 
practicality, to stylish extras for an exquisite, finishing touch, each item helps you 
tailor the I-PACE exactly to your tastes and lifestyle.

Engineered, tested and rigorously inspected by the same experts behind the vehicle 
itself, Jaguar accessories work seamlessly both with the I-PACE and with you, and 
make this striking vehicle even more dynamic.

Find out more at gear.jaguar.com.
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EXPERIENCE JAGUAR GEAR
Your Jaguar I-PACE was designed to handle every twist and 
turn flawlessly and elegantly. With this in mind, our exclusively 
designed range of Jaguar accessories will live up to your high 
standards and maintain the aesthetics of your Jaguar vehicle. 
We offer a wide range of stylish and practical interior and 
exterior accessories to suit every lifestyle, whether you’re 
looking for design features, carrying components, wheels  
or wheel accessories.

METICULOUSLY DESIGNED  
AND ENGINEERED
Jaguar accessories are engineered by the same team that  
designed the vehicle itself. They are the experts who understand 
every intimate detail of your Jaguar vehicle. Their expertise 
allows them to create accessories that complement its overall 
design, while optimizing performance.

TESTED TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS
All Jaguar accessories are rigorously tested and inspected to 
ensure absolute quality and lasting driving pleasure. They meet 
the exacting standards you expect from Jaguar, while working 
in total harmony with your vehicle. Accessories are tested in 
extreme hot and cold temperatures to ensure they will perform 
in all conditions, year-round. Corrosion resistance testing ensures 
accessories can withstand demanding climates, such as coastal 
conditions, while a series of tests ensures seamless integration 
with the existing safety features of your Jaguar vehicle. 

Accessories are also put through their paces via bespoke testing 
specific to their design, function and the materials from which 
they’re made. 

Exterior accessory testing, for example, includes:
–  Exposure to up to two years of direct sunlight known  

as ‘Florida Weathering’
– Heat Aging Test for 500 hours  
– Extreme Heat Test ranging from -40°C to 80°C 
–  Heat Shock Testing during which parts are cooled to  

-40°C for 16 hours, then heated to 70°C for 5 minutes
–  Humidity Resistance Test where accessories are subjected  

to 168 hours at 48°C in 95-100% humidity
–  Accelerated Environmental Cycle Testing comprising  

a relentless barrage of salt, dirt and dust to simulate  
a lifetime of real world driving

QUALITY ASSURED
For additional peace of mind, all Jaguar accessories come with 
a minimum 12-month warranty or can be covered under your 
vehicle’s existing warranty if they are purchased within the first 
month of ownership (whichever comes first).

BATTERY WARRANTY
For your added peace of mind, the I-PACE 90 kWh battery 
comes with an 8-year or 160,000 km warranty.1

THE ALL-ELECTRIC JAGUAR I-PACE

1 The I-PACE 90 kWh battery warranty is limited to 8-years or 160,000 km—whichever comes first. It is redeemable in the case of any manufacturing defect  
or should a certified Jaguar Authorized Retailer measure that the battery has dropped below a 70 percent State of Health.
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Click and Play*
This removable tablet holder attachment can easily be positioned at multiple angles for in-cabin comfort and rear entertainment.

Click and Go – Base
The Click and Go range is a multi-purpose seat back 
system for second-row passengers. The versatile 
Click and Go Base attaches between the headrest 
mountings and further attachments can be added 
to hold tablets, bags and shirts or jackets. The Click 
and Go Base is required when the optional Click and 
Go integrated base unit has not been selected.

Click and Hang
This removable coat hanger allows shirts or jackets to 
be kept crease-free while being transported. It also 
includes an integral hook for use outside the vehicle. 

Click and Hook
This universal hook creates extra storage space  
for items to be hung, especially useful for handbags 
or groceries.

CLICK AND GO

*Available for iPad Air, iPad mini 1 - 3, iPad 2 - 4 and Samsung® 10.1".
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Illuminated Jaguar Front Grille Badge 
The front grille badge upgrade enhances the Jaguar logo and creates a stunning 
exterior styling. This replacement front grille badge illuminates when the vehicle  
is unlocked. The badge also illuminates when the vehicle’s doors are open and  
the interior lights are on. The illumination goes out when the vehicle is started. 
The illuminated front grille badge is not applicable to vehicles with adaptive 
cruise control.

Mirror Covers – Carbon Fibre
High grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers featuring a 2x2 twill weave and a High 
Gloss lacquered finish. Provide a performance-inspired styling enhancement 
coupled with the weight benefits associated with carbon fibre.

Grille Surround – Carbon Fibre
Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre front grille surround, featuring a 2x2 twill weave with a High Gloss finish, provides a premium exterior styling upgrade to highlight 
the dynamic capabilities and performance-inspired styling of the Jaguar I-PACE.

EXTERIOR STYLING
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EXTERIOR PROTECTION

All-Weather Car Cover
All-weather tailored cover for the I-PACE with 
the Jaguar logo. Protect your I-PACE from the 
elements including rain showers, frost and dust.  
Quick and easy to fit. Helps keep the vehicle’s 
interior cool in hot weather. Includes access  
panel to charging point.

Splash Guards – Front and Rear
Jaguar branded front and rear splash guards complement the lines of your vehicle, reduce spray and provide 
protection from dirt and stone chippings. 

Bumper Protector
Convenient extendable protector manufactured from a robust fabric material, provides protection for the rear bumper from scratches and scuffs, helping to prevent 
clothing from collecting dirt from the bumper during loading/unloading. 
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Wheel Mounted Cycle Carrier
An easy to fit, roof mounted cycle carrier fits bike frames up to 100 mm.  
Can be fitted on either side of the vehicle’s roof. 20x20 mm T-track adaptors  
are included for mounting the carrier directly into the T-tracks of the roof bars. 
Quick-release wheel straps allow convenient loading/unloading. Locks included  
for both bike to cycle carrier and cycle carrier to load carrier. Carries one bike  
per holder and a maximum of three carriers can be fitted. Maximum cycle weight 
is 20 kg per carrier.

CARRYING

Fork Mounted Cycle Carrier
Fitted to the roof, the fork mounted cycle carrier provides a simple and secure  
fitting with the bike’s front wheel removed, ideally suited to lightweight bikes 
and ‘racing’ wheels. The bike’s fork is mounted with an easily adjustable, snap-on 
fastener and the rear wheel is mounted with a quick-release strap that is  
adjustable for different wheel sizes. A separate carrier is included for the front  
wheel. This cycle carrier is easy to fit, lockable and carries one bike per holder.  
A maximum of three carriers can be fitted. Maximum cycle weight is 17 kg per carrier.
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Roof Cross Bars 
These elegant, durable Bright finish cross bars, mounted to the bodyside of  
the vehicle, enable the use of a wide range of roof carrying accessories.  
The design helps to maximize the space available allowing multiple accessories 
to be added. The cross bars are easy to attach or remove, with the use of 
a supplied tool, and are also lockable for security. The aerodynamic profile 
minimizes drag and wind noise. Maximum load capacity of this accessory is 75 kg. 

Ski/Snowboard Holder
This aluminum, aerodynamic carrier provides a secure transporting system  
for winter sports equipment. The raised design keeps high bindings from 
damaging the vehicle’s roof, while the carrier can be simply extended to slide 
out, alleviating the need to stretch over the roof of the vehicle when loading and 
unloading. Compatible with the One-Key system, this lockable carrier provides 
60 cm of loading space that can hold up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards.

Water Sports Carrier
A versatile system for transporting a variety of water sports equipment, including a kayak or sailboard. Maximum load capacity of this accessory is 25 kg.

CARRYING
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CARRYING 

Rear Mounted Cycle Carrier
Premium rear mounted cycle carrier provides a convenient bike carrying 
solution with quick-release loading attachments and a secure locking mechanism. 
Attaches to the vehicle using the two tow eye mountings. Electrical connector 
fitted below rear of vehicle to power lights—side lights, stop lights and 
indicators included. Clever design allows carrier to be tilted away from the 
vehicle when fitted allowing access into the rear tailgate. Maximum load 
capacity is 30 kg (maximum weight per individual bike is 20 kg).
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INTERIOR STYLING  
AND PROTECTION 

Luxury Carpet Mats
Luxurious, tailored 2,050 gm2 pile front and 
second-row carpet mat set, available in Ebony, 
with Jaguar ingot branding, nubuck edge binding 
and waterproof backing, provide a well appointed 
finishing touch to the interior. Made from 100% 
recycled yarn.

Luggage Compartment Luxury Carpet Mat 
Luxurious, soft luggage mat, available in Ebony with the Jaguar logo. Deep premium 2,050 gm2 pile with nubuck edging. Made from 100% recycled yarn.

Rubber Mats
Hard-wearing Jaguar branded rubber mats provide 
added protection for your vehicle’s carpets.

Luggage Compartment Rubber Mat
This premium mat is tailored specifically to protect 
the luggage compartment. Light and durable, it 
can be easily removed for cleaning. 
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INTERIOR PROTECTION

Luggage Compartment Floor Net
Floor net provides additional enclosed storage 
in the luggage compartment and helps to secure 
loose items such as bags or small packages.

Protective Second-Row Seat Cover
Protects the back of the front seats, floor and 
second-row seats from mud, dirt and wear and 
tear. Machine washable.

Luggage Compartment Partition 
The luggage compartment partition is designed  
to prevent cargo from entering the passenger 
compartment.

Luggage Compartment Partition Net 
Convenient partition net attaches to luggage 
compartment ‘D’ loops and fixings in the roof lining.

Flexible Luggage Retainer 
Provides a neat storage solution to help  
secure luggage or other items within the luggage 
compartment area.

Luggage Compartment Collapsible Organizer 
Collapsible luggage compartment organizer keeps items from shifting during transport with two durable straps.
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FUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY 

iPhone Connect and Charge Dock*
The iPhone connect and charge dock has been designed to charge utilizing the cup holder space in the central console. When connected, the iPhone’s media  
is accessible and has the ability to be controlled via the integrated infotainment/audio system. The ‘cut-out’ design of the holder is such that the home button is  
also accessible for use when parked. The iPhone USB charger can be easily disconnected if the USB connection is required for other use.

Luggage Compartment Retention Kit
The luggage retention kit consists of a pack  
of attachments that attach to the luggage 
compartment rails via a quick lock/quick release 
system. This facilitates the use of a variety of  
other accessories and helps increase the  
flexibility of the luggage compartment storage.

Luggage Compartment Organizer 
Convenient luggage compartment organizer 
provides storage segregated compartments for 
wet, dirty or delicate items or to separate luggage. 
The organizer has lockable lids for the front and 
rear compartments.

UV Sunshade
Tailor-made for the I-PACE windshield and 
features Jaguar branding. Reflects the sun’s rays  
and helps to keep the interior of the vehicle cool.

Luggage Compartment Rails
Luggage compartment rails with sliding ‘D’ loops 
and locking system are required for the fitment of 
the luggage compartment retention kit. 

*iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.
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Spill Resistant Water Bowl 
Providing a convenient solution for use in transit or outside of the vehicle,  
the spill resistant water bowl incorporates a clever design feature that 
redirects water towards the centre of the bowl when the water is disturbed, 
making it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in their vehicle. 

Foldable Pet Carrier
The foldable pet carrier provides a safe, comfortable environment for the 
transportation of pets, making it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs or 
other pets in the luggage compartment of their vehicle. Reinforced carry 
handles and corner pieces provide a premium finish, with a side pocket providing  
a convenient storage option for other pet accessories or small items.

PET PRODUCTS

Quilted Luggage Compartment Liner
This tailored liner covers and protects all the carpeted areas of the luggage compartment, including the floor, second-row seat backs and luggage compartment side 
walls. Manufactured from a soft quilted fabric, with an integral rubber mat and detachable bumper protector, it is easy to wipe clean, making it ideal for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment of their vehicle.

Image also includes Luggage Compartment Partition – Full Height.
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Pet Care and Access Pack
Taking the effort out of transporting pets, this option ensures everything required is at hand to transport pets in comfort. It combines the full height luggage partition, 
quilted luggage compartment liner, pet access ramp and portable rinse system. The perfect solution for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage 
compartment of their vehicle.

PET PRODUCTS

Pet Access Ramp
Designed with optimal dimensions and angle, the pet access ramp assists pets 
into the luggage compartment without the owner having to lift them, making 
it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage 
compartment of their vehicle. The ramp weighs 6 kg and can be folded for 
storage in the storage bag provided.

Portable Rinse System
Designed to be used outside the vehicle, the portable rinse system provides 
a convenient solution for washing pets before loading or rinsing down other 
equipment from bikes to wetsuits. Depending on the setting selected, this 
portable rinse system will deliver a minimum of two minutes of continuous 
water flow through a shower hose-style attachment. Without the need for 
batteries or external power, the system utilizes pressure captured when  
filling from a tap, and an integrated hand pump allows the user to pressurize 
if filling the water tank away from home. Featuring a Jaguar branded cover 
and handle.
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20" 6 Spoke ‘Style 6007’  
with Diamond Turned finish, 

Alloy Wheel

20" 6 Spoke ‘Style 6007’,  
Alloy Wheel

22" 5 Split-Spoke ‘Style 5056’ 
with Diamond Turned finish, 

Alloy Wheel* 

22" 5 Spoke ‘Style 5069’ 
with Technical Grey finish  
and Carbon Fibre inserts,  

Alloy Wheel

ALLOY WHEELS

18" 5 Split-Spoke ‘Style 5055’, 
Alloy Wheel

20" 5 Spoke ‘Style 5068’  
with Diamond Turned finish, 

Alloy Wheel 

20" 5 Split-Spoke ‘Style 5070’ 
with Diamond Turned Technical 

Grey finish, Alloy Wheel

20" 5 Spoke ‘Style 5068’  
with Gloss Black finish,  

Alloy Wheel

Personalize your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

*Only available with Air Suspension. 
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Wheel Centre Badge – Carbon Fibre
A distinctive Carbon Fibre wheel centre badge featuring Jaguar ‘Growler’ branding and offered for all available wheels.

WHEEL ACCESSORIES

‘Growler’ Wheel Nuts – Black
Enhance the look of your vehicle’s wheels with Jaguar branded wheel nuts.

Styled Valve Caps
Add the finishing touch to your vehicle’s wheels with a range of unique custom 
valve caps.
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EXTERIOR STYLING

EXTERIOR PROTECTION

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Illuminated Jaguar Front  
Grille Badge 

The front grille badge upgrade enhances the Jaguar logo and 
creates a stunning exterior styling. This replacement front grille 
badge illuminates when the vehicle is unlocked. The badge also 
illuminates when the vehicle’s doors are open and the interior 
lights are on. The illumination goes out when the vehicle is started.

Not applicable for 
vehicles fitted with 
adaptive cruise control 
(ACC).

J9C5988 $545.54

Grille Surround – Carbon Fibre 

Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre front grille surround, featuring 
a 2x2 twill weave with a High Gloss finish, provides a premium 
exterior styling upgrade to highlight the dynamic capabilities 
and performance-inspired styling of the Jaguar I-PACE. 

T4K5669 $1,636.63

Mirror Covers – Carbon Fibre

High grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers featuring a 2x2 
twill weave and a High Gloss lacquered finish. Provides a 
performance-inspired styling enhancement coupled with  
the weight benefits associated with carbon fibre.

Right side C2P24176 $605.00

Left side C2P24177 $605.00

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

All-Weather Car Cover

All-weather tailored cover for the I-PACE with the Jaguar logo. 
Protect your I-PACE from the elements, including rain showers, 
frost and dust. Quick and easy to fit. Helps to keep the  
vehicle interior cool in hot weather. Includes access panel to 
charging point.

T4K1158 $545.54

Bumper Protector

Convenient extendable protector manufactured from a robust 
fabric material, provides protection for the rear bumper from 
scratches and scuffs, helping to prevent clothing from collecting 
dirt from the bumper during loading/unloading.

T2H17216 $145.00

Splash Guards
Jaguar branded front and rear splash guards complement the 
lines of your vehicle, reduce spray and provide protection from 
dirt and stone chippings.

Front T4K1103 $126.00

Rear T4K1104 $163.66

*Wall box requires qualified electrician installation. ‘Everyday’ domestic extension cords and market adaptors should never be used with any electric vehicle or charge cables.  
PLEASE NOTE: Charging times vary by market/territory, power supply and charging solution used. Charging solution fitment and availability may vary by market/territory —  
please consult your Jaguar Authorized Retailer for available solutions in your market.

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Public Charging Cable*

The public charging cable provides an upgrade from the 
standard ‘home charging’ cable, helping reduce the time 
required for charging. The 6-metre long, public cable can be 
used with a universal style A/C wall box (that does not feature 
a tethered cable), to provide a fast charging solution at home. 
Alternatively, it is compatible with public charging points. 
When away from home, the cable can be stored in the  
luggage compartment within the storage case supplied  
for the standard cable.

For wall boxes and  
public charging. J9D1144 $405.00

CHARGING CABLES
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*Objects placed above the roof mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite 
radio systems, if fitted. †Consideration should always be given to the vehicle’s maximum roof load capacity to ensure it is not exceeded.

*Objects placed above the roof mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite 
radio systems, if fitted. †Consideration should always be given to the vehicle’s maximum roof load capacity to ensure it is not exceeded.

CARRYING CARRYING (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Roof Cross Bars*† 

These elegant, durable Bright finish cross bars, mounted to the 
bodyside of the vehicle, enable the use of a wide range of roof 
carrying accessories. The design helps maximize the space 
available, allowing multiple accessories to be added. The cross 
bars are easy to attach or remove, with the use of a supplied 
tool, and are also lockable for security. The aerodynamic profile 
minimizes drag and wind noise. Maximum load capacity of this 
accessory is 75 kg. 

T4K1112 $484.93

Roof Luggage Box*†
Spacious 410-litre capacity lockable roof luggage box, 
measuring 175 x 82 x 45 cm. Maximum load capacity of this 
accessory is 75 kg.

Requires roof cross bars 
T4K1112. C2C41628 $825.00

Water Sports Carrier*† 
A versatile system for transporting a variety of water sports 
equipment, including a kayak or sailboard. Maximum load 
capacity of this accessory is 25 kg. 

Requires roof cross bars 
T4K1112. C2Z21730 $258.00

Ski/Snowboard Holder*

This aluminum, aerodynamic carrier provides a secure 
transporting system for winter sports equipment. The raised 
design keeps high bindings from damaging the vehicle’s roof, 
while the carrier can be simply extended to slide out, alleviating  
the need to stretch over the roof of the vehicle when loading 
and unloading. Extra-large push buttons make it easy to open 
the ski carrier even with gloves on and soft rubber pads protect 
your skis during transport. Compatible with the One-Key system, 
this lockable carrier provides 60 cm of loading space that holds 
up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards.

Requires roof cross bars 
T4K1112. C2A1538 $165.00

Ski Bag

Manufactured from durable 600D polyester, the ski bag features 
padded construction to provide protection and removable 
shoulder straps to aid carrying. Carries up to two pairs of skis  
and poles up to 180 cm long.

C2Z23531 $222.00

Ratchet Strap Nylon tie strap for securing items to the cross bars or  
luggage frame. C2Z30776 $31.00

Universal Lift and Load System

This roof loading aid attaches to your garage roof and allows 
you to lift equipment onto the vehicle with ease. It can also be 
used for storing the roof box conveniently when removed from 
the vehicle. Maximum weight limit is 100 kg.

C2Z30775 $222.00

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Wheel Mounted Cycle Carrier*†

An easy to fit, roof mounted, cycle carrier fits bike frames up 
to 100 mm (80x100 mm for oval frames, 22-80 mm for round 
frames). Can be fitted on either side of the vehicle’s roof. 
20x20 mm T-track adaptors are included for mounting the 
carrier directly into the T-tracks of the roof bars. Quick-release 
wheel straps allow convenient loading/unloading. Locks 
included for both bike to cycle carrier and cycle carrier to  
load carrier. Carries one bike per holder and a maximum of 
three carriers can be fitted. Maximum cycle weight is 20 kg 
per carrier.

Requires roof cross bars 
T4K1112. Suitable for an  
adult-sized bike.  
Small/child-sized bike not 
applicable for fitment.

C2A1539 $220.50

Fork Mounted Cycle Carrier*†

Fitted to the roof, the fork mounted cycle carrier provides a 
simple and secure fitting with the bike’s front wheel removed, 
ideally suited to lightweight bikes and ‘racing’ wheels. The bike’s 
fork is mounted with an easily adjustable, snap-on fastener and 
the rear wheel is mounted with a quick-release strap that is 
adjustable for different wheel sizes. A separate carrier is included 
for the front wheel. This cycle carrier is easy to fit, lockable and 
carries one bike per holder. A maximum of three carriers can be 
fitted. Maximum cycle weight is 17 kg per carrier.

Requires roof cross bars 
T4K1112. If up to two 
cycle carriers are fitted 
both bikes and front 
wheels can be carried on 
the vehicle’s roof. If three 
cycle carriers are fitted, the  
front wheels need to be  
carried inside the vehicle. 

C2A1540 $344.00

Rear Mounted Cycle Carrier

Premium rear mounted cycle carrier provides a convenient bike 
carrying solution with quick-release loading attachments and 
secure locking mechanism. Attaches to the vehicle using the 
two tow eye mountings. Electrical connector fitted below rear 
of vehicle to power lights—side lights, stop lights and indicators 
included. Clever design allows carrier to be tilted away from 
the vehicle when fitted allowing access into the rear tailgate. 
Maximum load capacity is 30 kg (maximum weight per 
individual bike is 20 kg).

Left Hand Drive 

Preparation kit T4K1472
required for fitment.
Not compatible with
detachable tow bar
T4K8031.

T4K1178 $1,308.00

The preparaton kit is a component required for fitment of the rear
mounted cycle carrier. Preparation kit T4K1472 $118.00
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INTERIOR STYLING
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Sport Pedal Covers Made from stainless steel and rubber, the pedal kit fits securely 
over existing pedals for a contemporary, sporting appearance. T4K6121 $272.77

Luxury Carpet Mats

Luxurious, tailored 2,050 gm2 pile front and second-row  
carpet mat set, available in Ebony, with Jaguar ingot branding, 
nubuck edge binding and waterproof backing, they provide  
a well appointed finishing touch to the interior. Made from  
100% recycled yarn.

Ebony, Left Hand Drive T4K1506PVJ $381.33

Luggage Compartment  
Luxury Carpet Mat

Luxurious, soft luggage mat, available in Ebony with the Jaguar 
logo. Deep premium 2,050 gm2 pile with nubuck edging. 
Integrated with a bumper liner that provides protection for  
the bumper from scuffs and scratches, also prevents clothing 
from collecting dirt when loading and unloading. The liner can  
be stored under the mat when not in use. Made from 100%  
recycled yarn.

Not compatible  
with space saver  
spare wheel.

T4K1535 $315.00

FUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Click and Go – Base

The Click and Go range is a multi-purpose seat back system 
for second-row passengers. The versatile Click and Go Base 
attaches between the headrest mountings and further 
attachments can be added to hold tablets, bags and shirts or 
jackets. Each attachment is sold separately. The base can be 
easily removed when not in use.

Required for fitment of 
Click and Go attachments. 
Not compatible with 
performance slim seat.

J9C2168 $61.38

Click and Hang

The Click and Hang is part of the Click and Go range. This 
removable coat hanger allows shirts or jackets to be kept  
crease-free while transporting. Also includes an integral  
hook for use outside the vehicle.

Click and Go base 
required for fitment. 
Vehicles fitted with Click 
and Go integrated base 
do not require Click 
and Go base J9C2168. 
Not compatible with 
performance slim seat.

J9C2167 $61.38

Click and Hook
The Click and Hook is part of the Click and Go range. This universal 
hook creates extra storage space for items to be hung, especially 
useful for handbags or groceries. 

J9C2169 $53.08

Click and Play
The Click and Play holder is part of the Click and Go range.  
This removable tablet holder attachment can easily be positioned 
at multiple angles for in-cabin comfort and rear entertainment.

iPad 2 - 4 J9C2163 $179.93

iPad Air J9C2164 $179.93

iPad mini 1 - 3 J9C2165 $392.12

Samsung® 10.1" J9C2166 $179.93

iPad is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.
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FUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

iPhone Connect and  
Charge Dock

The iPhone connect and charge dock has been designed to 
charge utilizing the cup holder space in the central console.  
When connected, the iPhone’s media is accessible and has the 
ability to be controlled via the integrated infotainment/audio 
system. The ‘cut-out’ design of the holder is such that the home 
button is also accessible for use when parked. The iPhone USB 
charger can be easily disconnected if the USB connection is 
required for other use.

For use with iPhone 5, 5c, 5s, 
6, 6s, SE, 7 and 8. Not suitable 
for use with 6 Plus, 7 Plus,  
8 Plus and X.

J9C3880 $177.50

Smoker’s Pack Option to fit a receptacle in a vehicle produced with  
Non-Smoker’s Pack. Fits into cup holder. Receptacle T2H8762 $42.50

UV Sunshade
Tailor-made for the I-PACE windshield and features Jaguar 
branding. Reflects the sun’s rays and helps keep the interior  
of the vehicle cool.

Front windshield T4K1157 $218.22

Luggage Compartment Rails
Luggage compartment rails with sliding ‘D’ loops and locking 
system, required for the fitment of the luggage compartment 
retention kit. 

Not compatible 
with space saver  
spare wheel.

T4K1345 $519.00

Luggage Compartment 
Retention Kit

The luggage compartment retention kit consists of a pack of 
attachments that fix into the luggage compartment rails via 
a quick lock/quick release system. This facilitates the use of a 
variety of other accessories and helps increase the flexibility 
of the luggage compartment storage. The attachment pack 
includes a retractable strap with inertia reel and telescopic rod.

Requires luggage 
compartment rails for fitment. 
Not compatible with space 
saver spare wheel.

C2Z31984 $347.78

Luggage Compartment 
Organizer  

Convenient luggage compartment organizer provides storage 
segregated compartments for wet, dirty or delicate items or to  
separate luggage. The organizer has lockable lids for the front and  
rear compartments. The front and rear compartments also have 
flexible dividers to create smaller compartments within them. 
The organizer is removable and secured to the vehicle using clip 
down straps. 

Not compatible with space 
saver spare wheel. When 
in use, not compatible with 
other luggage compartment 
accessories.

T4K1504 $545.54

iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.

PET PRODUCTS
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Pet Access Ramp

Designed with optimal dimensions and angle, the pet access ramp 
assists pets into the luggage compartment without the owner having 
to lift them, making it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs or 
other pets in the luggage compartment of their vehicle. The ramp is 
suitable for use for pets up to 85 kg and features aluminum side panels 
and a plastic centre section with a high-grip tread pattern. Rubber feet 
help prevent the ramp slipping and retaining straps secure it to the 
luggage compartment ‘D’ loops, providing a lightweight but robust, 
practical solution. The ramp weighs 6 kg and can be folded for storage 
in the storage bag provided. Height 11 cm, width 41 cm, length when 
open 163 cm and length when closed 73 cm. 

Standard Not compatible with space
saver spare wheel. T2H38744 $550.00

Spill Resistant Water Bowl

Providing a convenient solution for use in transit or outside of 
the vehicle, the spill resistant water bowl incorporates a clever 
design feature that redirects water towards the centre of the 
bowl when the water is disturbed, making it ideal for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in their vehicle. The bowl retains 
an open area allowing your pet to take a drink at all times, has an 
anti-slip rubber base and also a retention strap for securing it to 
the luggage compartment ‘D’ loop. The bowl has a spill resistant 
capacity of 350 ml.

T2H38743 $80.64

Portable Rinse System

Designed to be used outside the vehicle, the portable rinse 
system provides a convenient solution for washing pets before 
loading or rinsing down other equipment from bikes to wetsuits. 
Depending on the setting selected, this portable rinse system 
will deliver a minimum of two minutes of continuous water flow 
through a shower hose-style attachment. Without the need for 
batteries or external power, the system utilizes pressure captured 
when filling from a tap, and an integrated hand pump allows  
the user to pressurize if filling the water tank away from home. 
Featuring a Jaguar branded cover and handle, with an additional 
storage bag, it can be secured to the luggage compartment ‘D’ 
loops during transit, making it ideal for owners who regularly carry 
dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment of their vehicle. 

T2H38746 $498.00

Foldable Pet Carrier

The foldable pet carrier provides a safe, comfortable environment 
for the transportation of pets, making it ideal for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment 
of their vehicle. Manufactured from a durable 600D nylon the 
foldable pet carrier has a lightweight metal frame and includes  
a quilted fabric cushion, net windows and a spring loaded locking 
mechanism that snaps into place when required. Reinforced 
carry handles and corner pieces provide a premium finish, with  
a side pocket providing a convenient storage option for other  
pet accessories or small items. Height 52 cm, width 52 cm,  
length 72 cm. 

Not compatible with space
saver spare wheel. T2H38745 $491.42
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PET PRODUCTS (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Quilted Luggage  
Compartment Liner

This tailored liner covers and protects all the carpeted areas of the 
luggage compartment including the floor, second-row seat backs 
and luggage compartment side walls. Manufactured from a soft 
quilted fabric, with an integral rubber mat and detachable bumper 
protector, it is easy to wipe clean, making it ideal for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment 
of their vehicle.

Compatible with full height 
luggage partition. T4K9614 $542.11

Luggage Compartment  
Rubber Mat 

This premium mat is tailored specifically to protect the luggage 
compartment from wet pets and muddy paws. Light and 
durable, it can be easily removed for cleaning, making it ideal for 
owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage 
compartment of their vehicle.

Not compatible with  
space saver spare wheel. T4K1601 $229.50

Luggage Compartment Partition
The luggage compartment partition is designed to safely secure dogs 
or other pets in the luggage compartment area and to prevent luggage 
from entering the passenger compartment. 

Full height

Not compatible with luggage 
compartment partition net 
or space saver spare wheel. 
Compatible with luggage 
compartment rubber mat, 
luggage compartment rails, 
luggage compartment 
retention kit and parcel  
shelf roller blind. 

T4K1160 $1,231.32

Pet Luggage Compartment 
Protection Pack

Designed to provide protection and easy cleaning of the luggage 
compartment from wet and muddy paws. Combines the quilted 
luggage compartment liner, full height luggage partition and 
spill resistant water bowl. The perfect solution for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment 
of their vehicle.

Not compatible with space 
saver spare wheel.

T4K1160 
T2H38743 
T4K9614

$854.06

Pet Transportation Pack

Convenient option to provide a comfortable environment for 
transporting pets, that can be fitted or removed quickly as and 
when required. Combines the foldable pet carrier, spill resistant 
water bowl and luggage compartment rubber mat. The perfect 
solution for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the 
luggage compartment of their vehicle.

Not compatible with space 
saver spare wheel.

T4K1601 
T2H38743 
T2H38745

$801.56

Pet Care and Access Pack

Taking the effort out of transporting pets, this option ensures 
everything required is at hand to transport pets in comfort. 
Combines the full height luggage partition, quilted luggage 
compartment liner, pet access ramp and portable rinse system. 
The perfect solution for owners who regularly carry dogs or  
other pets in the luggage compartment of their vehicle.

Not compatible with space 
saver spare wheel.

T4K1160 
T2H38744 
T2H38746 
T4K9614

$2,198.68

INTERIOR PROTECTION
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Protective Second-Row  
Seat Cover 

Protects back of front seats, floor and second-row seats from 
mud, dirt and wear and tear. Machine washable. T2H17239 $306.00

Rubber Mats Hard-wearing Jaguar branded rubber mats provide added 
protection for your vehicle’s carpets. Left Hand Drive Sold as a vehicle set. T4K1600 $272.77

Luggage Compartment  
Partition

The luggage compartment partition is designed to  
prevent cargo from entering the passenger compartment. Full height 

Not compatible with luggage  
compartment partition net 
or space saver spare wheel. 
Compatible with luggage 
compartment rubber mat, 
luggage compartment  
rails, luggage compartment 
retention kit and parcel  
shelf roller blind.

T4K1160 $608.57

Luggage Compartment  
Partition Net

Convenient partition net attaches to luggage compartment  
‘D’ loops and fixings in roof lining.

Not compatible with luggage  
compartment partition full 
height. Compatible with 
luggage compartment 
rubber mat, luggage 
compartment rails and 
luggage compartment 
retention kit.

T4K1153 $436.43

Luggage Compartment  
Rubber Mat 

This premium mat is tailored specifically to protect the  
luggage compartment. Light and durable, it can be easily 
removed for cleaning. 

Not compatible with  
space saver spare wheel. T4K1601 $229.50

Flexible Luggage Retainer Provides a neat storage solution to help secure luggage  
or other items within the luggage compartment area. 

Not compatible with 
luggage compartment liner 
or luggage compartment 
rubber mat. 

C2D49365 $40.00

Luggage Compartment 
Collapsible Organizer

Collapsible luggage compartment organizer keeps items from 
shifting during transport with two durable straps.

T2H7752 $102.00

Medium
NAS only C2C28120 $101.20

Luggage Compartment  
Floor Net

Floor net provides additional enclosed storage in the luggage 
compartment and helps to secure loose items such as bags or 
small packages.

Not compatible with  
space saver spare wheel. T2H7746 $112.00
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

18" 5 Split-Spoke ‘Style 5055’, 
Alloy Wheel 

Personalize your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring 
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

T4K4006 $752.85

20" 5 Split-Spoke ‘Style 5070’  
with Diamond Turned Technical 
Grey finish, Alloy Wheel

T4K3866 $1,582.07

20" 5 Spoke ‘Style 5068’  
with Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel

T4K3896 $1,472.97

20" 5 Spoke ‘Style 5068’  
with Gloss Black finish,  
Alloy Wheel

T4K3898 $1,432.05

20" 6 Spoke ‘Style 6007’,  
Alloy Wheel T4K2252 $1,432.05

20" 6 Spoke ‘Style 6007’  
with Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel

T4K2254 $1,503.65 

22" 5 Split-Spoke ‘Style 5056’ 
with Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel*

T4K2260 $1,773.01

22" 5 Spoke ‘Style 5069’  
with Technical Grey finish  
and Carbon Fibre inserts,  
Alloy Wheel

T4K4002 $2,154.89

ALLOY WHEELS

*Only available with Air Suspension. 
For full applicability please speak to your Jaguar Authorized Retailer. Price is per wheel rim only and excludes fitment of tire to rim.

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

‘Growler’ Wheel Nuts Enhance the look of your vehicle’s wheels with Jaguar  
branded Black or Chrome wheel nuts.

Black
Sold as a set of 20.

T4A11435 $408.00

Chrome T4A11434 $408.00

Locking Wheel Nuts Protect your wheels with custom designed high-security  
Black or Chrome locking wheel nuts.

Black
Sold as a set of 4.

T4A11437 $194.00

Chrome T4A11436 $194.00

Styled Valve Caps Add the finishing touch to your vehicle’s wheels with  
a range of unique custom valve caps.

Black Jack
NAS only C2D24287 $22.50

Jaguar ‘Growler’
NAS only C2C39770 $21.50

Union Jack
NAS only C2D24286 $22.50

Nitrogen N2 Logo
NAS only C2D25249 $22.50

Wheel Centre Badge

A distinctive Carbon Fibre wheel centre badge featuring Jaguar 
‘Growler’ branding and offered for all available wheels. Carbon Fibre T2R23014 $1,091.09

A distinctive monochrome centre badge featuring the Jaguar 
logo with a Union Jack design providing a British twist. Union Jack T2R5513 $18.00

Tire Pressure Gauge

Digital tire pressure gauge that stores recommended pressure 
and has a 360° rotating nozzle to locate tire valve, LED light, 
tread depth gauge, measuring in psi, bar, kpa, kg/cm2 and comes 
complete with storage case.

C2P24751 $58.50

WHEEL ACCESSORIES
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC is constantly seeking ways to improve the specification, design and production of its vehicles and  
alterations take place continually. While every effort is made to produce up-to-date literature, this brochure should not be regarded as  
an infallible guide to current specifications, nor does it constitute an offer for the sale of any particular vehicle. Retailers are not agents  
of Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC by any express or implied undertaking or representation. Comparisons are based on manufacturer’s  
own data and testing prior to publication. All retail prices listed herein are manufacturer suggested retail prices and include installation.  
All Jaguar or Land Rover Authorized Retailers are free to establish their own prices. Please contact your local Jaguar or Land Rover  
Authorized Retailer for complete details and pricing. Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC reserves the right to make changes at any time,  
without notice, in prices and specifications and to discontinue certain accessories. 

COLOURS
The colours reproduced here are subject to the limitations of the printing process and may therefore vary slightly from the actual vehicle.  
The company reserves the right to alter or withdraw any colour finish without notice. Some of these colours may not be obtainable in  
your country. Please check availability of colours and current specifications with your Jaguar Authorized Retailer. Retailers are not  
agents of Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC and have absolutely no authority to bind Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC to any express or  
implied undertaking or representation. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INNOVATION AT JAGUAR
Jaguar is committed to reducing dependency on fossil fuels, using fewer natural resources and creating less waste as part of our  
approach to responsible and sustainable business development. Search ‘Jaguar Environmental Innovation’ for more details. 

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC is 
under licence. iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries. 

The navigation system must always be used in conditions that will not affect the driver’s ability to drive safely or affect the safety of  
other road users. 

VEHICLE SHOWN FRONT AND BACK COVER: I-PACE FIRST EDITION IN CORRIS GREY (EUROPEAN MODEL SHOWN)
FRONT COVER IMAGE FEATURES THE CARBON FIBRE GRILLE SURROUND AND CARBON FIBRE MIRROR COVERS

Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC 
75 Courtneypark Drive West, Unit 3 
Mississauga, ON L5W 0E3

© 2019 Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC

gear.jaguar.com 




